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Abstract
The interaction of intensemid-infrared laserfieldswith atoms andmolecules leads to a range of new
opportunities, from the production of bright, coherent radiation in the soft x-ray range, to imaging
molecular structures and dynamics with attosecond temporal and sub-angstrom spatial resolution.
However, all these effects, which rely on laser-driven recollision of an electron removed by the strong
laserfield and its parent ion, suffer from the rapidly increasing role of themagneticfield component of
the driving pulse: the associated Lorentz force pushes the electrons off course in their excursion and
suppresses all recollision-based processes, including high harmonic generation aswell as elastic and
inelastic scattering.Here we showhow the use of two non-collinear beamswith opposite circular
polarizations produces a forwards ellipticity which can be used tomonitor, control, and cancel the
effect of the Lorentz force. This arrangement can thus be used to re-enable recollision-based
phenomena in regimes beyond the long-wavelength breakdown of the dipole approximation, and it
can be used to observe this breakdown in high harmonic generation using currently available light
sources.

Strong-field phenomena benefit from the use of long-wavelength drivers since, for sufficiently intense fields, the
energy of the interaction scales as the square of the drivingwavelength, sincewith a longer period the electron
hasmore time to harvest energy from the field. In particular, long-wavelength drivers allow one to extend the
generation of high-order harmonics [1–3] towards the production of short, bright pulses of x-ray radiation,
currently reaching into the keV rangewith thousands of harmonic orders [4], andwith driving laser
wavelengths as long as m9 m under consideration [5, 6].

However, this programme runs into a surprising limitation in that the dipole approximation breaks down in
the longwavelength regime: as thewavelength increases, the electron has progressively longer times to accelerate
in thefield, and themagnetic Lorentz force = ´F v Bm becomes significant [7]. This pushes the electron along
the laser propagation direction and, when strong enough,makes the electronwavepacket completelymiss its
parent ion, quenching all recollision phenomena, including in particular high harmonic generation [8–15].

Multiple schemes have been proposed to overcome this limitation, both on the side of themedium, from
antisymmetricmolecular orbitals [16] through relativistic beams of highly charged ions [17] to exoticmatter like
positronium [18] ormuonic atoms [19] , and on the side of the driving fields, including counter-propagating
mid-IR beams [20, 21], the use of auxiliaryfields propagating in orthogonal directions [22], fine tailoring of the
driving pulses [23], counter-propagating trains of attosecond pulses [24] in the presence of strongmagnetic
fields [25], and collinear and non-collinear x-ray initiatedHHG [26, 27].
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In general, however, the existing proposals are challenging in their implementation, facing limitations in the
availability of laser sources, the decay lifetimes andbulk availability of unstable generationmedia, and complexphase-
matchingproperties. Perhapsmost promisingly, themagnetic force can alsobe compensatedusing a slight ellipticity
in thepropagationdirectionpresent in very tightly focused laser beams and inwaveguide geometries [28, 29].

In this workwe propose a simplemethod for attaining a forwards ellipticity that can act in the same direction
as the Lorentz force, thereby re-enabling the harmonic emission in the presence ofmagnetic effects, through the
use of two non-collinear counter-rotating circularly polarized beams of equal intensity andwavelength, as
shown infigure 1(a). Normally, adding counter-rotating circular polarizations at the same frequency results in
linear polarizations, but for non-collinear beams the planes of polarization do not quitematch, and thismeans
that at certain positions in the focus their components along the centerlinewill add constructively. This results in
a forwards ellipticity: that is, elliptical polarizationswith the unusual feature that theminor axis of the
polarization ellipse is aligned along the centerline of the beampropagation.

This forwards ellipticitywill tend to act in opposite directions for electrons released in eachhalf-cycle (shown in
figure 1(d)), as opposed to theLorentz force,which acts always in the forwards direction (figure 1(e)), so oneof the
trajectories does return to the ion (figure 1(f)).One important consequence is that the symmetrybetween the two
half-cycles is broken [29, 30], creating anunbalanced interferometer. This allowsone to clearly show the actionof the
magnetic Lorentz force on the continuumelectron inHHGwithhigh sensitivity, to complement the experimental
confirmationof the long-wavelength breakdownof thedipole approximation in ionization experiments [31, 32].

The interferometric quality of this scheme also has important consequences on the scalingwith respect to
the laser parameters. In general, the displacement of thewavepacket caused by themagnetic force scalesas

wµd F c22 3, and thewavepacket width goes as wD µ ( )x F I2 p
1 2 1 4 [33], where F andω are the driver

amplitude and frequency, and Ip is the target’s ionization potential
8, so the normalized displacement scales as
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If one attempts to detect this displacement via thewavepacket’s electron density, as in the existing experiments
[31, 32], or via observations of the drop-off in harmonic emission, the symmetric nature of theGaussian
wavepacketmeans that the relevantfigure ofmerit is ζ2, which is normally in the small-parameter limit. On the
other hand, the unbalanced interferometer in our scheme produces even harmonics that scale linearly with ζ,
and this in turnmakes the observation of beyond-dipole effects accessible to awide array of laser drivers,
including sources that are already available, that would otherwise be unable to explore that regime.

Here, then, we extend the description of non-dipoleHHG to cover non-collinear beam configurations.We
show that non-collinear beams can indeed recover harmonic emission fromdamping by non-dipole effects, and
that the even harmonics are readily accessible to currently available laser sources and can be used to observe
signatures of the non-dipole effects inHHG.

The generation of harmonics using opposite circular polarizations, known as ‘bicircular’ fields, has been the
subject of theoretical study for some time [34–39], and it reached fruitionwith the use of anω–2ω collinear
scheme to produce circularly polarized high harmonics [40, 41]. The use of non-collinear beamswas
demonstrated recently [42], and it permits the angular separation of the circular harmonics, with opposite

Figure 1.Twonon-collinear circularly polarized beams (a) produce a polarization gradient across their focus in the transverse
direction (b), including points with forwards ellipticity. This takes the usual linear trajectories (c) on a path tomiss the ion
(d), cancelling out the effect of the Lorentz force (e) to achieve one recollision per cycle(f), re-enabling the harmonic emission.

8
Weuse atomic units unless otherwise stated.
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helicities appearing on opposite sides of the far field, primed for generating circularly polarized attosecond
pulses [39, 42].

Importantly, a non-collinear arrangement allows the use of a single frequency for both beams. As an initial
approximation, the superposition of two opposite circular polarizations creates, locally, a linearly polarized field
which permits the generation of harmonics. Here, the relative phase between the beams changes as onemoves
transversally across the focus, and this rotates the direction of the local polarization of the driving fields, and that
of the emitted harmonics with it. This forms a ‘polarization grating’ for the harmonics, which translates into
angularly separated circular polarizations in the farfield [42].

Upon closer examination, however, the planes of polarization (i.e. the plane traced out by their circular
polarization) of the two beams are at a slight angle, whichmeans that they have nonzerofield components along
the centerline of the system. At certain points these components will cancel, giving a linear polarization, but in
general theywill yield the elliptical polarization shown infigure 1(b).

The possibility of forwards ellipticity in vacuum fields runs counter to our usual intuition, and so far it has
only been considered in the context of a very tight laser focus [28, 29]. Our configuration provides aflexible,
readily available experimental setup. In particular, it allows the focal spot size (and therefore the laser intensity)
to be decoupled from the degree of forwards ellipticity. This ability is crucial, since it allows the ionization
fraction to be tuned for phase-matching (although reaching perfect phase-matching conditions in the x-ray
region requires very high pressure-length products because of the very long absorption lengths in the x-ray
region).

To bring things on amore concrete footing, we consider the harmonics generated in a noble gas by two
beamswith opposite circular polarizations propagating in the x, z plane (as infigure 1(a))withwavevectors

q q=  ( ( ) ( )) ( )kk sin , 0, cos , 2

where the angle θ to the centerline on the z axis, along = ++ -( )k k k1
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where q( )kx sin measures the relative optical phase between the beams (naturallymeasurable in radians or
degrees) obtained transversely across the focus as a consequence of the nonzero angle between the beams’
propagation directions.

As an initial approximation, for small θ, the polarization planes coincide, and the polarization becomes
linear, with a directionwhich rotates across the focus:
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wherewe set z=0 and therefore just examine a single transverse plane.However, when taken in full, the vector
potential has a slight ellipticity, with amaximal value of e q= ( )sin when q = p( )kx sin

2
, inwhich case
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This forwards ellipticity acts in the same direction as themagnetic Lorentz force of the beam, so it can be used to
control its effects as well asmeasure it, as exemplified infigure 1. Aswe shall showbelow, thefield in(5)will
produce even harmonics, through the symmetry breaking shown infigure 1. Since the ellipticity of the full
field(3) varies across the focus, so does the strength of the even harmonics, and this spatial variation in their
production is responsible for their appropriate far field behaviour.

In experiments, the beamhalf-angle θwill typically be small, on the order of 1°–5° [42], with corresponding
ellipticities of up to e q= »( )sin 9%, which is enough to counteract even significantmagnetic drifts while still
maintaining aflexible experimental scheme.

The generation of harmonics beyond the breakdown of the dipole approximation has been described in a
fully relativistic treatment [13, 14], but this can be relaxed to the usual strong-field approximation [43]with
appropriatemodifications to include non-dipole effects [9–12, 22]. If a single beam is present, non-dipole terms
break the dipole selection rules and produce even harmonics, but these are polarized along the propagation
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direction and therefore do not propagate on axis. The use ofmultiple beams in the non-dipole regime allows for
observable breakdowns of the selection rules [30], but the available results are only valid for restricted beam
arrangements; here we extend the formalism ofKylstra et al [10–12, 22] to arbitrary beam configurations.

We start with theCoulomb-gaugeHamiltonian, with the spatial variation of A taken tofirst order in the
electron’s position = +r r re 0 about the nuclear position r0,

= + +

= + + -  +

= + +  +
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We then perform a unitary transformation to Y ñ = Y ñ∣ ∣ˆ· ( )eL
t

V
r A ri ,0 , as in the dipole case, andwe define this as the

length gauge. Here theHamiltonian reads
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with summations over repeated indices understood. (Here a change in the order of xj and pj changes the
Hamiltonian in (9) by  ·i A, which vanishes for A in the radiation gauge, so theHamiltonian is
Hermitian [44].)

Within thismodel, themagnetic drift is caused embodiedwithin the beyond-dipole coupling ˆ · ( ) · ˆtr A p,

which is dominated by the derivative ¶
¶z

A along the centerline; this is then compensated by the longitudinal field

component Fz(t) produced by the forwards ellipticity.
Calculating the harmonic emission caused by theHamiltonian (8) is essentially as simple as in the dipole

case, which is by now standardmaterial [2], and one only needs tomodify the continuumwavefunction to
include the non-dipole term. The required states here are non-dipole, non-relativistic Volkov states, which obey
the Schrödinger equation for the laser-onlyHamiltonian Ĥlas andwhich remain eigenstates of themomentum
operator throughout. The dipole Volkov states are easily generalized by first phrasing them in the form

ò pY ñ = ñp t t-∣ ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )( ) ( )t tpe , , 10V
p

pi
2

, d
t

2

where p ñ∣ ( )tp, is a planewave at the kinematicmomentum p = +( ) ( )t tp p A, , and thenfinding appropriate
modifications to p ( )tp, .

Tofind thesemodifications, wefirst re-phrase the dynamics in terms of the pure planewave component
p ñ∣ ( )tp, , which obeys the Schrödinger equation

p pñ = +  ñ∣ ( ) [ˆ · ( ) ˆ · ( ) · ˆ ]∣ ( ) ( )
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which reduces to a simple equation ofmotion for the kinematicmomentum p ( )tp, :
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which is then easily solved tofirst order in 1/c to the form

òp t t t¢ = + -  +
¢

( ) ( ) ( ) · ( ( )) ( )t t tp p A A p A, , d , 13
t

t

since ò t ~ =
w

A AAd k

c

1 for amonochromatic field.

Because of the presence of the integral in (13), we now require an additional reference time t′ as an argument
of p ¢( )t tp, , , whichwas not required in the dipole case. If there is only a single beam, this is also not required:
the integral is oscillatory, and the terms in t′ can be droppedwithout further consequences [10–12, 22].
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However, in the presence ofmultiplemonochromatic beams, the integrand t t ( ) · ( )A A can oscillate

about a nonzero average, introducing a linearly-growing component to the integral ò t t t
¢

( ) · ( )A A d
t

t
. In this

case, the reference time t′ cannot be ignored, and for consistency itmust be set at the ionization time for the
HHGcalculations [45].

This effect is real and physical, and it reflects the fact that the kinematicmomentum p is subject to a linear
walk-off: that is, a constant force in the x direction, orthogonal to the laser propagation direction, z, in addition
to the usual oscillations (see figure 2). This constant force results from the interplay between themagnetic field
and the z-direction velocity imparted by the elliptical electric field.

In practical terms the effect is small, but it affects the timing of the recollision event and therefore the phase
of the emitted harmonics. As such, if not handled correctly it can introduce noise in a numerical spectrum at the
same level as the signal.

Nevertheless, with the t′ dependence factored in, the SFA solution can then be built on the non-dipole non-
relativistic Volkov states in the standard fashion [2], by setting t′ to the usual ionization time. This yields a
harmonic dipole of the form

ò ò p p= ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ +¢( ) ( ( )) ( ) · ( ( )) ( )( )t t t t t t tD p d p F d pd d , , e , , c.c., 14
t
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2
, , d , 15p

t

t
2

is the (non-dipole)Volkov action, Ip is the ionization potential of the gas, and = á Y ñ( ) ∣ ˆ ∣d k k d g is the dipole
transitionmatrix element from the ground state to a planewave.

This harmonic dipole is sufficient to evaluate the harmonic emission from arbitrary beam configurations,
and it can be further simplified by the use of the saddle-point approximation for themomentum integral, and
the uniform approximation [46, 47] for the temporal integrations. Figures 3 and 4 showour calculations of the
single-atom response at locations in the focuswhere the forwards ellipticity ismaximal, using the field in (3) and
setting the inter-beam angle θ to zero for the standard linear polarizations infigure 4.Our implementation is
available from [48, 49].

At high intensities, shown infigure 4, the presence of non-dipole effects causes a drop-off in intensity [22].
Adding in a small amount of forwards ellipticity (atθ=2°) re-enablesmuch of the harmonic emission, though
further optimization is possible here. (At higher intensities, a fully relativistic treatment [13, 14]will become
necessary, whichwill impact the extension of the plateau, but for a proof of concept of the harmonic recovery,
thefirst-order treatment is sufficient.)

The breaking of the intra-cycle symmetry is visible atmuch lower intensities, as shown infigure 3 forfields at
800 nmand 1.6 μm. In particular, the non-dipole even harmonics begin to approach detectable intensities
(between 0.1% and 1%of the intensity in the odd harmonics) even at 800 nm, and they are on parwith the odd
harmonics at m1.6 m and -10 W cm15 2. Such pulses can be produced using current optical parametric
amplifiers, and they sit below the saturation intensity of helium, eliminating the need for highly charged species

Figure 2.The classical trajectory (as integrated fromNewton’s equation ofmotion for the electric andmagnetic fields at the nucleus;
shown here projected on the x, zplane) of a particle released at rest at the peak of the field from(3) exhibits oscillations about a central
positionwhich accelerates uniformly transversely across the focus, with a parabolic trajectory. (The dashed trajectory ignores the
effect of themagnetic force.)The effect is generally slight, and the parameters here (1.6 μmbeams at -10 W cm15 2 with θ=20°, with
the particle released at the nuclear position obeying q = ( )kx sin 150 ) are somewhat exaggerated, but the loss of periodicity in (14) if
the t′ dependence of p ¢( )t tp, , is ignored is serious. Similarly, the effect is only visually apparent overmultiple oscillations, but even
on thefirst oscillation the effect changes the time of recollision and therefore has a strong effect on the phase of the harmonic emission.
This effect is also present for drivers with linear polarization in the commonplane of propagation.
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as amedium. The detection of non-dipole effects inHHG, then, can be done at rathermoderate wavelengths and
at intensities andwith relatively simple experiments.

In addition to this, the even harmonics are also angularly separated from the dipole-allowed odd harmonics.
This angular separation results from the conservation ofmomentum, and it has been clearly demonstrated for
the dipole harmonics [42]: thesemust absorb an odd number of photons, but the conservation of spin angular
momentum [37, 40] requires the harmonic to form from n photons of one beamand n+1 photons from the
other, resulting in a net transversemomentumof   q =  ( )k k sinx for the odd harmonics. The even
harmonics represent the parametric conversion of an even number of photons, via the tensor operator
Ä ˆ ˆr p A: , and they can therefore absorb either zero transversalmomentum (resulting in linear polarization

along the y axis) or  k2 x, with opposite circular polarizations. These even harmonics, then, appear at distinctly
resolvable spots in the far field, which greatly simplifies their detection.

Similarly, it is important to remark that the harmonic emissionwill be produced under different forward-
ellipticity conditions at different points transversely across the focus, and this will affect the intensity and phase
of the emitted harmonics—and it will do so differently for different excursion times and therefore for different
harmonic orders. Roughly speaking, the non-dipole displacement w~d F c2nd

2 3 needs to be offset by the
forwards ellipticity push g e w~ed FF

2 (where e q q= ( ) ( ( ))kxsin sin sin and γ is a factor between ∼1 and ∼6
depending on the excursion time) towithin thewavepacket width wD ~ ( )x F I2 p

1 2 1 4; for equal ζ=dnd/Δx,
this selects wider regions of the focus if the non-dipole regime is reached via longwavelengths than if it is
achieved at high intensities. In practice, however, there is a deep interplay between the harmonic recovery push
(and its associated changes in the harmonic phase) and themacroscopic phase-matching conditions, which
means thatmeaningful estimations of what fraction of the focal spot exhibit harmonic recovery require
dedicated phase-matched propagation calculations dedicated to a specific configuration.

We see, then, that the introduction of forwards ellipticity into the harmonic generation permits both the
recovery of the harmonic emission, even from strong cases ofmagnetic drift suppression, as well as the
observation of clear signals of thismechanism inHHGexperiments. This is done in an interferometricmanner,

Figure 3.Harmonic spectra ( odd and even harmonics) produced in helium in the non-dipole regime for intensities of 3.2×1014

and -10 W cm15 2 andmonochromatic fields of 800 nm and 1.6 μmat a beamhalf-angle of θ=4°, on arbitrary scales and eliminating
z-polarized harmonics. The intensity ratio between even and oddharmonics varies from ∼10−3 for 800 nmdrivers to ∼10% for
strongmid-IR fields at m1.6 m and -10 W cm15 2, which are still accessible with current technology.

Figure 4.Above-threshold harmonic emission for aNe6+ ion in an 800 nm field of intensity = -I 10 W cm17 2, calculated in the
uniform approximation using thefirst pair of quantumorbits, and discarding z-polarized harmonics. For linear polarization, the
dipole approximation emission drops by two orders ofmagnitudewhen non-dipole effects are included, but adding in even a small
forwards ellipticity, at θ=2°, can help recover the harmonic emission.
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with amuchmore favourable linear scaling, andwith the added benefit of aflexible and controllable scheme,
bringing the experiment within reach of existing sources.
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